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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper proposes a new design platform for
product and project management. Representation of
the product/project information throughout the
design lifecycle is a critical aspect in design
activities. The paper begins with a discussion of the
background research and then proceeds to propose
the new methodology by examining all the details of
the system architecture. The existing methodologies
which deal with product information representation
are reviewed with their identified pros and cons.
Product Node (PN) has a database-centric system at
its core and an application built around it to support
the various functions necessary to efficiently manage
a distributed project environment. To aid the design
lifecycle, the system also enables distributed
collaboration among people from different
manufacturing companies. Effective management of
product data using a user-based control is also
discussed. The detailed logic behind the system
architecture and the practical implementation of the
system are shown.

The globalization of the manufacturing industry has
caused companies to restructure their processes to
become more efficient. In order to efficiently manage
product data throughout its lifecycle, many large
companies have started to use Information
Technology (IT) tools extensively. Rapid advances in
related technologies such as the Internet, databases,
and advanced programming languages have further
fueled the trend of IT usage by companies. Email and
FTP are the most widespread and easy-to-use means
of communication. Today, more complicated webbased or application-based solutions are becoming
more common. Product Lifecycle Management
(PLM) concepts represent a vision solving the
problems associated with the management of a
company. Although new, the PLM/PDM (Product
Data Management) market generated revenues worth
several billion dollars in 2001 and is expected to
grow at a rate of about 20-30% annually (Miller et al.,
2002; Lingblom M., 2001). However, the PLM
systems currently available on the market are not
very stable and still have many unsolved issues.
Limited flexibility to expand to any type of product
definition and compatibility problems in data
exchange are the most common problems. The
internal processes of a company are in general very
complex, so it takes a lot of time for PLM vendors to
analyze
them
to
provide
a
customized
service/solution. Eliminating this lead-time in the
implementation requires identification of the
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common denominators of the system,
accelerating the customization process.

thus

During the product design process, managing the
digital formats throughout the process among
multiple team members is very important. The design
details of the Product Node (PN) system will be
presented after an introduction of the important
concepts related to the product and project modeling.

Task 1
Task 2
Task 3

Duration

A: Serial Process

Task 1

more frequently in distributed design environments
because more interactions often create more ideas for
enhancement of the design. The evolutionary
development of product parameters is intuitive, and
creative solutions are possible in a changeable
environment (Dynamic System) where mistakes are
accepted (Naumann T., 2002). The configurations of
such a changeable system are those built up from
manageably small modules, each of which is as far as
possible independent of one another (Gane C., 1979).
Enabling the dynamic changes of the Product
Breakdown Structure (PBS) throughout the lifecycle
of a product will resolve issues caused by the strict
constraints of the system.

2.2. Product Family Classification Trees
(PFCT)

Task 2
Task 3

Duration

B: Parallel Process

Figure 1 Serial and Parallel Processes

Figure 1 shows a simple comparison in time duration
between serial and parallel processes. The databasebased structure of PN system shows “Structured
Flexibility” enabling the parallelized handling for the
design processes. The later sections give the details
of the PN structure and implementation.

2. PRODUCT MODEL
2.1. Static system and Dynamic system
Present-day Project and Process Management need a
complete plan before initialization. If a plan must be
completed before initialization of a project, this
results in delays between the starting time and actual
runtime of the project. Elimination of the gap
between the starting time and actual runtime and the
synchronization of many processes from the concept
generation stage to the lifetime management of the
project are important issues since they are directly
related to the revenue of a company. Unlike a parallel
process, the asynchronous or serial process in general
cannot use all the resources efficiently in time. Such
inefficiency characterizes a static system in the
product design process (Naumann T., 2002).
In a real world design process, constant
modifications of individual products and process
parameters take place. Such modifications happen
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: Superclass of product

: Design Instances

: Class of product

: "a kind of" realationship

Figure 2 Product Family Classification Tree

Any product definition can be categorized in PFCT.
Similar to a class structure of Object-Oriented
Programming languages, it has characteristics such
as inheritance and generalization. The modules in the
lower level of the tree structure inherit all the
characteristics of the module of the upper level. And
the relationship from lower to upper level is “a kind
of.” We can define product classes and treat a
product definition as one of the instances in the class
structure. Allocating a product definition in PFCT
will allow users to systematically classify and store
product data and ease the effort for future use by
searching through the organized data. PFCT is
shown in Figure 2 (O’Donnell et al., 1996). Szykman
et al. (2000) showed a design repository structure
based on the PFCT.

2.3. Product Breakdown Structure (PBS)
PBS is a type of structure that can represent the
anatomy of a product. It has “a part of” relationship
from the lower level modules to the upper level
module. The upper level module includes all the
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The flow of material is similarly defined in Figure 5,
but in this case, there are two types of material flow,
i.e. electronic current and mechanical force. Figure 7
shows that from component 1 to 5, the dominant flow
is electronic current and from component 6 to 11, the
dominant flow is mechanical force.
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Figure 4 Product Structure of an R/C Car Model
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definitions in the lower level module(s) and it has a
“has” relationship from the upper level modules to
the lower level modules. Figure 3 (O’Donnell et al.,
1996) shows the graphical interpretation of such a
structure. The building process of PBS most
resembles the human thinking process to design a
product when we assume it grows from the root to
the leaves. We can start from an abstract definition of
a product and go down further for details because
this structure can be built by breaking a whole body
into smaller modules. We can presume the process of
building a PBS as a Top-down process in contrast to
a Bottom-up design.

Figure 5 Binary Matrix of R/C Car Model

2.4. System modeling with multiple
types of interactions
Often the simple notation of an interaction is not
enough to represent the many different types of
interactions. For example, if there are multiple types
of interactions such as force and energy between
components, they are hard to represent in a binary
matrix. In this case, multiple matrices should be used
to show the relationships. Furthermore, there is a
need to indicate to the users “the property of
interaction” clearly. Database definition of such a
relationship can represent such a relation between
components.
Figure 4 shows a product breakdown structure (PBS)
of a simplified R/C (Remote Control) car model. In
addition to the physical structure of the model, we
can notice that there are functional interactions
between components. The binary matrix of the
functional relationships is shown in Figure 5. Since
the model was built based on the structural diagram
from Figure 4, a permutation process is not necessary
in these cases.

The Relational diagram of this interaction can be
shown as Figure 6, which shows two types of flow
shown in different types of arrows. The multiple
relationships cannot be represented in a single Binary
Matrix model.
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Figure 6 Relational Diagram of R/C Car Model

The complex, possible multiple relationships can be
represented in database relations relatively easily.
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3. PRODUCT NODE STRUCTURE
The generation, maintenance, and use of a high-level
product structure representation can provide
significant benefits to a manufacturing or design
company. Such a structure can form an integral part
of any system designed to support key activities in
product development (O’Donnell et al., 1996).
The design of a dynamic Product Node (PN)
architecture was developed with the intention to
simplify the process of distributed project and
product management. The PN structure is a
customized representation and specialized use of
PBS and is introduced to represent the project and
product architecture. Using the PN structure
architecture, a company can manage the data related
to a product with enhanced flexibility. With the use
of efficiently designed database relations (relation:
table in a database system) and the dynamic
structure, the manipulation, expansion, change, or
history tracking of the design data is realized. In
addition to the flexible manipulation of the structure
itself, the ability to add any product-related
information around the structure enables companies
to expand their product definition.
An individual PN can have all the information
necessary to perform product development activities.
PN architecture can be implemented in any database
system in conjunction with any computer
programming languages; Java (SUN) programming
language and Oracle (ORACLE) database system are
used in our work. Since the PN is defined in a
database system as a relation (relation: database
table), it can expand its contents by associating more
relations with it without having any significant
restrictions. Evolution of the PN structure occurs by
creating, copying, and removing the PNs. Any
addition or change of any specific PN occurs by
controlling the records in the database table,
“PRODUCTNODE” – a database definition to
represent PN.
Another advantage of this type of structure is the
ease in arranging and searching any data
systematically with the help of database manipulation
- often performed with the use of SQL (Structured
Query Language). The major difference between the
PN structure and other tree-type structures is that the
PN structure treats any level of PN as a complete
entity, so it allows any PN unit to contain any range
of data whenever necessary. Most CAD or PDM
systems mainly focus on managing the CAD parts
geometry of a product. Similar to the traditional role
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of drawings, they provide tools to mimic the paper
drawings and to put in some auxiliary information
and ultimately try to replace them. On the other hand,
any Node unit in the PN structure itself has the
association to the project. For example, user
management and even marketing information can be
a part of a component of a PN along with the parts
information.
The information needs in a PN structure can vary by
companies. The typical data can be used in PN is
listed below:
• Name of the Product Node (PN)
• Part number or assembly number
• Duration, schedule, and progress (Gantt Chart)
• Requirements,
specifications,
functional
descriptions
• Drawings (Conceptual, CAD, Assembly)
• People involved (Users)
• Test and analysis
• Manual and instruction
• Bill Of Material (BOM)
• Vendor information
• RFQ, quotation
• Manufacturing information
• Marketing research
• Budget
• Change request
• History of the node
• Other documents

3.1. Hierarchy structure of PN system
The PN system has six levels in its hierarchy. The
global PN system itself stays at the top level with the
name of “Root,” and the “Group” comes next. Group
is a unit representing a small or medium enterprise
(SME) or a division of a big company. A Group is a
fundamental unit of the PN system in practice.
Actual PN units can exist within a Group domain.
“Project” follows “Group” and is a unit of any actual
project (work). “Product,” “Part,” and “Component”
can be arbitrarily defined by the users to perform the
product design project. The schematic of the overall
hierarchy of the PN system is shown in Figure 7.
Users will only see projects within the Group domain
that they are associated with. Detailed transactions
within the Group domain will be explained in the
following chapters.
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system is shown in Table 2. ID is a Primary Key in
the table, PRODUCTNODE, to make an instance
(instance: a record of a database table) of the table a
unique one. Other attributes concerning structuring,
history-tracking, and reuse of a PN will be discussed
in later sections of the paper with implementation
examples.

PN System Server Domain
Create Group &
Administrators

System
Administrator

Group Domain
(SME or a Depart of a
large company)
Group
Administrator

Prj N

Create Projects
and Managers

Prj1

Prod 1

Prt 1

Cmp 2

Prod 2

Cmp 1

Cmp 3

Prj 2
Prod 3

Prt 2

Cmp 4

Prj 3

Prod 3

Cmp 4

Field Name
ID
Version

Prt 2

Cmp 5

Table 2 Definition of PRODUCTNODE table

Cmp 5

ParentID
PreviousID

Figure 7 Overall Hierarchy Structure of PN system

4. TYPES OF PRODUCT NODE
The creator of a PN determines its type. Type allows
users to know what type of PN he/she is working on.
There are Project, Product, Part, and Component in
PN types. Table 1 shows a list of the Types of PN
and their roles. A PN type “Project” is named and
treated separately in the system. Although the
structure of a Project PN is almost identical to the
other PN types, it forms the basis of any design
activity. An administrator or manager with privilege
can create a Project PN to initiate a project. The
UserTypes and Privileges are shown in Table 4.
Types of PN are defined in a database table
“NODETYPE.” Node type definitions help the
creator to show the nature of the PN defined.
Table 1 Types of Product Nodes in the database table,
“NODETYPE”

Node Type
Project
Product
Part
Component

Role
Fundamental unit in PN structure,
Starting point of any Project in a
company (Group level)
Unit of a Product within a Project
Part, Combination of zero to many
Components
A unit component which cannot be
divided any further, leaf Node

4.1. Data definition of Product Node
The PN has multiple attributes associated with it. The
relation, PRODUCTNODE has basic fields needed
since other related information is linked to it by the
use of association tables. The attributes and
definition of relation, PRODUCTNODE in the PN

NodeTypeID
CurrentFlag
Name
TimeBuilt
TimeStart
TimeEnd
TimeInitiation
TimeTermination
Description
KeyWord1
KeyWord2

Definition
Node ID, Primary Key
Version of the Node in incremental
Number
Parent Node’s ID, Foreign Key
ID of a previous version Node,
Foreign Key
Type of Node, Foreign Key
Flag to indicate if the Node is the
current (latest) one or not. 1 (yes)
or 0 (no)
Name of the Node, Optional
The time PN was created
Start time of the Node, Duration
starting point given by users
End time of the Node, Duration
ending point given by users
Time of Initiation of a Node due to
a new version
Time of Termination of the Node
due to a new version
Description of the Node
Key Word field to assist searching
Key Word field to assist searching

Solid underline ( ): Primary Key; Dotted underline ( ): Foreign Key

5. PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP
One of the attributes of a NODE is the Foreign Key
(Index to other table’s Primary Key) and the
ParentID to link the current PN to the Parent PN. The
parent-child relationship forms the basis of the PN
structure. The structure grows from one parent
(Project PN) by creating children PNs underneath.
The relationship is shown in Figure 8. The
relationship is a Unary, One-to-Many relationship
since one PN can only have one parent PN (Figure
9). Among the many types of PN, only Project PN
can exist without having any Parent PN associated
since Project Node is the starting point of a project.
In the system level (internal logic of the software),
"Group" plays the role as the parent of any project
within the group.
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6. MANIPULATION OF PNS
Parent PN : Can have
Zero to Many PNs as
Children PNs
Child PN : Can have
only one Parent Node
Child - Parent Relationship

Figure 8 Parent-Child Relationship of PNs

Figure 10 shows the detailed relationships between
parent and child PNs at the database level. The
foreign key, PID, of a child PN refers to the primary
key ID of a parent PN.
Name

ID

Child of

NodeTypeID
PreviousID

StartDate
ParrentID

PRODUCT
NODE

EndDate
Description

Parent - Child

TimeBuilt

Version
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TimeInitiation
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Parent of
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Figure 9 ER (Entity Relationship) Diagram of ParentChild Relationship of PNs
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Figure 10 Product Node Structure and Parent-Child
Relationship
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Dynamic project management entails many changes
in the PN structure. Based on those manipulations
(adding, changing, and removing) of the PN
structure, the product definition will grow or shrink.
After a project PN (PN with a type, Project) is
created by an administrator to initiate a project at the
Group domain level, additional functional menus to
input other critical information such as users and
tasks will be available to the users based on the
privileges given. Creating a PN is the same as adding
one conceptual unit or a physical part in the PN
structure. From any location in the PN system, users
can create a (child-) PN of it. With the command to
create, the PN system will ask the user to input some
attributes of the table, PRODUCTNODE. Name,
StartDate, EndDate, NodeType, and Description
should be the input needed by the system, and other
attributes will automatically be assigned in the table,
PRODUCTNODE. An ID will be assigned with a
unique number and the Version will start from 1.0 (or
any number pre-defined) for a new one (version
control will be discussed in detail in the later
chapters). After confirming the transaction, a new
child Node will show up in the PN structure. As
shown in Figure 10, the foreign key ParentID will
point to the ID of the parent PN after the creation.

6.1. Version Control
There are two ways to manage the version of a
model. One way is to maintain different versions of
the model as a whole, while the second method is to
maintain different versions of the elements (Proper
H., 1997). For a model having many elements, it is
usually not a good option to choose the criteria of
managing versions as a whole system since the
amount of data can grow dramatically, especially in a
dynamic system where the design changes so often.
And for a model having a large amount of
information, even if the logic is simple, the size of
the data is likely to overwhelm the storage capacity
of the computer system in a short period of time. The
holistic management of a version can best be used for
small individual elements. In some cases, managing
versions in parts of a system can impose more load
on the version management system than maintaining
the whole body of individual elements. Nonetheless,
from the maintenance point of view, it is better to
maintain whole copies of different versions when the
capability of storage allows. Maintaining versions
based on partial changes is in general more
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complicated because the system has to track the
changes according to the version changes even at the
component level. But for a large model having many
elements of data within, it is necessary to have such a
system.
The PN system is a dynamically evolving structure.
So it needs to update the version of PN when critical
changes occur in it. The architecture of the PN
structure uses a combination of both holistic and
partial maintenance of versions of a model. The PN
system applies a holistic maintenance to the
component level changes and it applies partial
maintenance for content having many subcomponents (sub-PNs or data) within. The data
history of any PN should be maintained based on the
version changes.
USER (Table)
ID
3001
3003
Name
John
Lee
Dept. Design Mfg.
…
…
…

FILE (Table)
ID
5004
5008
Name Doc04 PPT01
…
…
…

USER_PN_ASSN (Table)
USERID 3001 3003
3003
PNID
1000 1001
1002
View TRUE TRUE FALSE
…
…

FILE_PN_ASSN (Table)
FILEID 5004 5004 5008
PNID 1000 1001 1002
…
…

PN Record
ID
1000
Version
1.0
CF
FALSE
TOI
Feb. 01
TOT
Feb. 04

PN Record
ID
1001
Version
1.1
CF
FALSE
TOI
Feb. 04
TOT
Feb. 12

PN Record
ID
1002
Version
1.2
CF
TRUE
TOI
Feb. 12
TOT
NULL

1st Version

2nd Version

New Version

heads of company employees and not within a
company repository. So as employees leave or retire
from the company, the design know-how also gets
lost. More than 50% of designers and manufacturing
designers will leave their companies over the next
decade (Crabb, 1998). Most of the companies are
trying their best to maintain all the design and related
documentation, but in many cases, they fail due to a
lack of proper tools. PN structure provides a means
to store design-related information along with
various other functionalities which will ease the
maintenance of this information for the users. The
reasons why companies have to keep a history of the
design data and related information are listed below:
• Viewing design history
• Reuse of previous design
• Retrieval of old information due to mistakes made
in the current design
• Training new employees
• Supporting managerial decision making
Database table definition, PRODUCTNODE, was
designed
taking
“History
Tracking”
into
consideration. The attribute, CurrentFlag, shows
whether a Node is the current (latest) one or not. The
attributes, TimeInitiation and TimeTermination, will
be used to track the duration of the existence of PNs.
P

P

T1:
A

B

D

T3:
A

3 New Record sets generation
with 3 Version Changes

6.2. History tracking of PN
Previous design information is a critical resource for
companies and often differentiates a company with a
long history from new start-ups. The problem is that
a big portion of the company knowledge exists in the

B1

C1

T1

D

A

T2

T3

B1

C2

E

A

Figure 11 Changes in Associated Information Based on
Upgrading Versions of a PN

Figure 11 describes the changes in information
related to a PN when the version changes. Whenever
a PN upgrades its version, the system generates one
more instance of the associated information based on
the new version. In Figure 11, the first version shows
a PN created with a user and a file associated with it.
The second version shows the status when the
associated user changes; and the third version shows
the record when an associated file changes.

P

T2:

Creation

B

B1

Creation

Modification

P

C

C1

C2

Creation Modification

Parent Node

D
Creation

Deletion of Node

E
Creation

Axis of Time

Figure 12 Change in the Node Structure with Time Under
the Same Parent PN

There are two ways to track the history of a PN.
First, the User can select a PN while browsing
through the structure and retrieve the old versions of
the Node to view its history. Second, the users can
indicate a specific time to view the structure at that
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specific time in history. Figure 12 shows the
structural change on a portion of the PN structure
with time. Under Node “P,” five child-Nodes have
been generated, one deleted, and two modified with
the progress of time. Figures 12, T1, T2, and T3
show the different structures to the users in different
points of time. The structure in the history is shown
based on the two attributes, TimeInitiation and
TimeTermination.

6.3. Design reuse (Copying of PN)
One of the main advantages which the SMEs will get
from using the PN Structure is the reuse of previous
designs. As Figure 13 shows, 80% of design
knowledge can be reused in the design process
(Rezayat, 2000).

the attribute ParentID of the new PN will be linked to
the ID of the targeting PN (destination) [2 in Figure
14].
If this PN has children associated with it, they will
also be copied together with the copied PN. The
history of the copied PN can always be retrieved
from the previous one [1 in Figure 14]. All the
information (relations) associated with the reused PN
will be duplicated along with the Foreign Keys of the
relations duplicated and still referencing the old PNs
[1 in Figure 14] The ID will be changed to the value
of the new PNs [4 in Figure 14] ID. This copying
mechanism is very similar to the mechanism of
changing versions shown in Figure 11.

7. MANAGEMENT OF CONTENTS
7.1. User Management

New Part
Design

20%
40%
Slight modification
of existing parts

40%

Complete reuse of
existing or externally
supplied parts

Figure 13 Design Reuse of Parts in OEMs

In the context of the PN structure, reuse of previous
design history is equivalent to reusing the previous
PN in a current activity. Creating a PN is also
equivalent to creating a child PN unless it is a Project
PN.
After finding an appropriate PN using the search
operation, users can then copy this PN as a child of
another PN, instead of creating a new one. The
procedure of reuse is described in Figure 14.
Copying
Object
(PN to reuse)
1

Destination
(Targeting PN)

USER

Has

NodeID

USER-NODE
Has
ASSN

ID

Has

PRODUCT
NODE

PN after reuse

Figure 15 ER Diagram of User – Node (PN) Associations

3

4

New PN
Structure

Figure 14 Schematic Diagram of Reusing a Product Node

At the system level, when a user copies a PN, the
system will generate a new PN with a unique ID, and

8

UserID

ID

: Optional Many
: Reference

2

Children
Nodes

There are two contradictory issues in product data
management in the access privilege control of the
user. It is a well-known fact that transparency and
easy-access of product data will boost the
understanding of the product for all users and will
increase the productivity of the team. In real-world
practice, however, most of the design data is
company property and, therefore, confidential. But
some information is shared with suppliers on a need
basis. When it comes to a multi-company and multiuser project, successful control between these two
conflicting issues is one of the key concerns. Hence,
providing the means for a precise control on access
to information has been an important consideration in
the design of the PN structure.

User is one piece of information associated with a
PN, which has user information such as name, email,
and the company associated with it. In general, there
are many users associated with a PN and vice versa.
In such a case, creating an association table to link
those two relations (USER and PRODUCTNODE) is
a general practice. Figure 15 shows the relationship
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between the USER table and the PRODUCTNODE
table.
The association table, USER_NODE_ASSN has a
structure as shown in Table 3. The access privilege of
a user to the PN contents is controlled by the
definition of the table. Administrators and managers
can define or modify the access capability of users to
a PN.
Table 3 Definition of USER_NODE_ASSN table
Field Name
ID
UserID
NodeID
View
Read
WriteAdd
DeleteModify
ReadQuoteInfo
WritingQuoteInfo

Definition
ID, Primary Key
User’s ID, Foreign Key
Node’s ID, Foreign Key
Privilege of Viewing the external
contents, 1 (yes) or 0 (no)
Privilege of Reading the contents of
the Node, 1 (yes) or 0 (no)
Privilege of Writing and Adding Data
in the Node, 1 (yes) or 0 (no)
Privilege of Modifying and Deleting
Data in the Node, 1 (yes) or 0 (no)
Privilege of Viewing the quotation
info, 1 (yes) or 0 (no)
Privilege of accessing and modifying
quotation info, 1 (yes) or 0 (no)

Solid underline ( ): Primary Key; Dotted underline ( ): Foreign Key

There are many different types of users who may use
the PN system. For example, in a design team at a
manufacturing company, there is a leader, design
team members, and most likely, a supervisor. In each
division or department of a company, there are
various hierarchy-based roles for employees, who all
have different authority statuses. Well-defined roles
and privilege management is necessary not only in
inter-company collaboration processes but also in
intra-company processes. We have tried to categorize
these different types of users into six main categories
(Table 4). By a combination of user types and
accessibility to product data, the PN system can
simulate and generate the roles of users similar to
those of real-world companies.
Administrator (Group Administrator) is a user who
has all the privileges and capabilities to control the
users and projects in a group. The user types and
privileges are described in Table 4. The user types
are defined in a database table, USERTYPE.
Table 4 Privilege of users and the scope of control
User
Type

Privilege

Roles/Description

Administrator

+ Creation of
Projects, Assign
Managers on
Projects

Creation of users, Creation
of a Project, Assigning a
Manager to a Project,
Changing user type

Manager

+ Creating and
assigning users
on a project,
Changing
privileges of
users assigned
on the project.

Designer

+ Initial
assignment to
read a Project,
Viewing/Finding
users

Vendor

+ No initial
privilege

Viewer

+ Messaging
with an account

Guest

Limited
Messaging

Manager is a user who
manages a Project in
general. This user has a
privilege to Read and
Write. Managers can assign
users to a project from the
list of users. Managers also
assign privileges to users of
a project.
Designers are the actual
workforce in performing a
design task. Initially they
will be given viewing and
change requesting rights on
the Node assigned.
Vendors are people from
outside a company.
Manager can assign
privileges (up to a designer)
to this user but no privilege
is assigned initially.
Users having minimum
privilege, Viewing privilege
can be assigned to the user
Potential Users

+ Means that the privilege is transferring from the User Type below

7.2. File and Document Management
One of the problems in a multi-project-oriented
business environment is streamlining the flow of
information through the course of a project. A
majority of product information exists in the form of
documents. As a project progresses between a
customer and a supplier, there are frequent exchanges
of documents between users and groups across
companies and also within a company. In a paperbased system, it is difficult to systematically maintain
these paper documents and make sure that the right
document reaches the right person at the right time.
The File management system is built around the PN
structure. File definition in a database has a one-tomany relationship with a PN. A file can have only
one PN related to it but a PN can have many files
associated with it. Figure 16 shows an ER (Entity
Relationship) diagram of the relationship.
ID

NodeID

NODE

FILE
: Optional Many
: Compulsory One
: Reference

Figure 16 ER Diagram of Database Table, FILE and
NODE
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Most of the electronically formed data can be
represented as a file. A file instance can have one PN
associated with it to prevent any possible disorder
since the data can change dynamically as a project
proceeds. The relation, FILE, is defined in a database
as shown in Table 5. The file system built around the
PN system gives the users many advantages as listed
below:
• Central management of files with the use of a
database system
• Linking files with a specific product definition
• Access control based on the User Type and UserNode association relationship
• Systematic version control
• Having file type definition
• Ease of searching and reuse of PNs
Table 5 Definition of table, FILE
Field Name
ID
Version
Name
PreviousID
NodeID
CreatorID
FileTypeID
FileExtension
FileLocation
DateOfCreation
Description
CurrentFlag
Keyword

Definition
ID, Primary Key
Version of the file
File Name; Saved as [ID]_[Random
number]_[Name].[Ext]
ID of the Previous Version
Associated Node’s ID, Foreign Key
Creator’s ID, Foreign Key
ID of FILETYPE table, Foreign Key,
referencing from the table,
“FILETYPE”
File extension
Physical location of the file
Date of Creation
Description of the file
Flag to indicate if the file is the current
one or not. 1 (yes) or 0 (no)
Keyword will be used in searching

Solid underline ( ): Primary Key; Dotted underline ( ): Foreign Key

Based on the assumption that the number of files to
be used could be very big and the size of each file is
also substantial, directly accessing the file system
was chosen in our application to ease the problem of
maintaining the database and to use the database
resources efficiently. The database table plays the
role of a bridge between the users and the file
system. The types of files are defined in a separate
table, FILETYPE. The FILETYPE table has a field
to indicate the type of the file and the description
within to explain the file. File type is used to identify
where to locate the file in each associated PN.
A database table, FILETYPE, have defined to
identify the type of file stored in the system. Since
most information exists in the form of files, the table
indicates the kind of information the file has. Based
on the reference to the ID of the table, FILETYPE,
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the system can identify the use of files saved in the
PN. Table 6 shows the definition of the table,
FILETYPE.
Table 6 Definition of FILETYPE table
Field Name

Definition

ID

Primary Key

TypeName

File Type

8. TASK SCHEDULING
A project is a series of processes of defining goals,
planning to accomplish these goals, and tracking the
progress until it is closed. The actual work that needs
to be accomplished in order to meet the project goal
can be broken into many Tasks. A Task can be
broken into many Assignments, which have
resources (users) acting on it (MS Project 2000
Manual).
The Gantt chart lists and tracks the progress of tasks.
Because the system is based on a PN structure
starting from a Project PN, the list of tasks is also
heavily dependent on the definition of each PN. Each
PN can have its own requirements and tasks to
accomplish. All requirements to be accomplished in a
child PN belong to their parent PN requirements. At
one PN, the schedule to be accomplished from the
PN and below its hierarchy levels can be seen by the
users.
The table, GANTT, has been defined in the database
system. Table 7 shows the definition and descriptions
of the attributes. Users can add or remove schedules
from a PN during the design process. When a project
proceeds, the progress of the task items can be traced
by changing the attribute, “ProgressPercent.” There
are two levels in the tasks. “Task” is a definition of a
required item for a PN and “Assignment” belongs to
a certain “Task.”
Table 7 Definition of “GANTT” table
Field Name
ID
ItemName
NodeID
CreatorID
TaskID
ProgressPercent
DateOfCreation
StartDate
EndDate
Description
TaskAssignment

Definition
Primary Key
Name of the task or assignment
Associated PN’s ID, Foreign Key
Creator’s ID, Foreign Key
Task’s ID, Foreign Key, valid only
when a record is an assignment
Percent of progress
Date of Creation
Starting date of the schedule
Ending date of the schedule
Description of the file
Attribute to show if it’s a task or an
assignment. Task (1), Assignment (0)
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Flag to indicate if the file is the
current one or not. 1 (yes) or 0 (no)
Keyword will be used in searching

CurrentFlag
Keyword

Solid underline ( ): Primary Key; Dotted underline ( ): Foreign Key

result set for the root node. Thus, information about
all the children is retrieved using this recursive
query. The information is then put into an XML
(Extensible Markup Language) format (XML site).

Users can also be assigned each task or assignment.
Table 8, USER_TASK_ASSN, defines the
relationships between users and tables to indicate the
people involved in the tasks.
Table 8 Definition of USER_TASK_ASSN table
Field Name

Definition

ID

Primary Key

UserID

ID of a User, Foreign Key

GanttID

ID of a Task, Foreign Key

Relationship
Description

Relationship of the user to the task
Description

9. IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 18 Expanded Structure: Displaying Children’s
Children

9.1. Representation of PN
An implementation has been made for the Product
Node Architecture. Figure 17 shows the basic
structure of triggering PN information from the
database.

Start

GUI Interface, tree.jsp,
to show a Project Node
(RC-CAR model as an
example).

Poduct Node ID for RCCAR is used as a query
parameter to get
information of it

tree.jsp

Uses Microsoft
XML Parser to
convert data into
HTML format

treeNodeXML.jsp

XML
Data

All child node data
retrieved and written
in XML format

query

Product
Information
DB

Result-Set
First Level Product
Node (Drive Train,
Frame, Exterior,
Wheels)

Recursive queris to
DB with IDs of the
subsequent PN
entitiess

The client-server transaction occurs only when the
“tree.jsp” is called for the first time. Once it gets the
required information from the server, the entire XML
is available at the client side. Thus, whenever a
particular node is to be expanded or collapsed, a
server-side interaction is not required.

9.2. Basic Operation
A child node can be added to an existing node using
the “Add Node” functionality. As shown in the
snapshot, the user can fill in the details for the childnode. This will then be added as a child to the node
“Drive Train”.

Figure 17 Basic Structure of the PN System

The Project (RC-CAR) is the root node. This node
can then be expanded to see the child nodes
associated with the project. Only the nodes in the
immediate hierarchy are displayed when the parent
node is expanded. These child nodes can further be
expanded depending on whether there are child
nodes present for that particular node.
The “treenodeXML.jsp” queries the database with
the root node ID (i.e. the Project ID). It gets
information about all the nodes whose parent ID is
the root node ID. For each such “child” node, a query
is again made to the database to find the nodes at the
next level (i.e. child’s child). This query is written
inside the whole loop, which traverses through the

Figure 19 Creation (Addition) of a Product Node

Using this “Modify” functionality, the user can make
changes to the node details. The user first needs to
select the appropriate node on the left frame and then
proceed to make the changes.
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“structured flexibility” of the system. PN structure
thus tries to effectively find the common
denominators of product and project management
systems. Implementation of the PN structure in the
PLM systems, we believe, will reduce the lead-times
involved in the customization process of PLM
systems.
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